Treatment of moderate to severe plaque psoriasis with biologics: analysis of the additional cost of temporary dose escalation vs switch to another biologic after failure of maintenance therapy.
In the event of failure of maintenance therapy with biologic agents for moderate to severe plaque psoriasis, the possible approaches are to switch to another agent or escalate the dose (generally by increased dosing frequency). Knowledge of the economic impact of the 2 alternatives would be extremely useful for therapeutic decision making. The present analysis aimed to determine the moment in which the annualized additional cost of escalation exceeds a specified cost overrun. Based on the purchase cost (average wholesale price) of approved biologics for the treatment of moderate to severe psoriasis, the number of weeks of escalation of the initial biologic until the annualized cost of dose escalation ran €1000 over the cost of switching to another biologic was calculated for a typical patient weighing 80 kg. According to this model, switching to another biologic is always cost effective, with adalimumab followed by ustekinumab the best choices in this respect. Ustekinumab allows for a longer trial escalation period (2 to 4 injections) before the cost overrun threshold is reached, whereas the threshold is reached in a single infusion if a patient is on infliximab. The study does not take into account the differential efficacy of the various biologic therapies as rescue treatment for failure of maintenance therapy given the lack of scientific evidence. The results nevertheless show substantial differences in the period during which treatment can be intensified before reaching the preset cost overrun.